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The world is changing, in  more ways than  one. One of those changes is 
Climate Change. Climate Change has affected many things, including places 
like Vermont . I moved here  from Arizona, and I soon realized that  Vermont  is 
very different  from my warm home. Vermont  has many forests, and bodies of 
water , but  it  also has many buildings. Since I moved here, Vermont  has built  
more and more apartments where I live, and in  my opinion , the large 
buildings look out  of place. I have many concerns about  Vermont’s 
environment , don’t  get  me wrong, I love Arizona, but  I don’t  want  Vermont  to 
end up looking like the city- filled state . Vermont’s clean  air  might  be affected 
over  t ime, as more and more apartment  buildings are  being built . As more 
people  move in to apartments, more energy is being consumed and releasing 
carbon dioxide in to our  atmosphere, and Vermont’s clean  air .  
 
But  there  is st ill one more problem, people  need somewhere to live, and 
apartments are  easy opt ions for  people  who need a home. Apartments 
remind me of carpooling in  a way. Several people in  one home, like several 
people  in  one car , therefore  re leasing less CO2 in to the atmosphere. But  
maybe, apartments release even more carbon dioxide into the air, so many 
more people live in apartments, than in a singl e home.  
 
We are all in a difficult situation at the moment, but if everyone ( including 
children) works at bringing attention to the problem, we can start working 
towards a solution. It’s a wonderful idea to ask children all around Vermont 
about their tho ughts on our situation. I really appreciate it when people see 
children as problem solvers, just like adults. If we are going to end Climate 
Change, we better end it together, as a team.  
 




